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Introduction

Graphite is a highly studied material due to its advantageous properties when used as an anode

in a Li-ion battery. However, despite its extensive study, some mechanisms and behaviours are

not well understood. One such mechanism is how Li is distributed within graphite upon charging.

We seek to investigate the physics at play by utilising two novel techniques:

Performing an ab-initio study on a nanoparticle as opposed to bulk systems

Using the electrostatic potential minimum in order to place Li in graphite

With these techniques we hope to discover new insights regarding this phenomenon which will

lead to optimisations of anode design in the future.

Research Goals

Run quantum mechanical calculations on lithium intercalated graphite nanoparticles using

linear-scaling DFT code, ONETEP1

Reproduce experimental observations in an unbiased manner

Validate the new electrostatic potential method as a means of placing Li in a graphite particle

Analyse the structures we produce and find insights that will be relevant to anode

development

Methodology

A 592-atom, 4-layered graphite nanoparticle terminated with hydrogens was chosen as it was

large enough to observe Li staging but small enough that the calculations would be completed in

a reasonable time-scale.

A geometry optimisation calculation was run on this structure and from the output we can extract

the electrostatic potential. At the absolute minimum of the electrostatic potential a Li atom is

placed and the process is repeated for the new structure. Li was not allowed to adsorb to the

nanoparticle surface.

Figure 1: Serial calculation of Li intercalation using the electrostatic potential

In order to speed up these calculations we only perform geometry optimisations on every other

lithiation with single point energy calculations being performed on the rest.

Structural Results

Stage II stacking was observed up to the 29th lithiation.

Figure 2: Structures of 29 and 60 Li graphite intercalated compounds

Li was preferentially populating the edges. This effect was strong enough that the stage II

structure collapsed to stage I before the upper and lower layer were fully saturated.

There is no shift from AB to AA stacking upon further lithiation.

We also note an uneven distribution of Li between layers. This was caused by the preference

of Li placement around the edges leading to closer than expected Li atoms.

Electronic Distribution Results

Electronegativity differences between H and C caused an accumulation of electrons on the

outer carbon atoms which can be observed with Mulliken population analysis (Fig. 3a). This

charge accumulation was reinforced upon lithiation (Fig. 3b). Topological effects were ruled

out as a source of accumulation as insignificant spin polarisation was observed in Fig. 3c.2
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Figure 3: Mulliken population analysis showing significant charge distribution discrepancies and spin density

visualisation showing only background levels

Charge transfer upon lithiation can also be observed in the density of states (DOS).

Figure 4: DOS of graphite nanoparticle vs fully lithiated graphite nanoparticle

As lithiation occurs the electron donation from the Li atoms into the conduction band of the

nanoparticle causes the DOS to shift left.

Open Circuit Voltage Results

A voltage step profile was made using the structures determined by the convex hull.

Figure 5: The convex hull and its corresponding voltage step profile, compared to the results of Reynier et al.3

The convex hull appears reasonable. However, the step profile is a factor of 4 larger than exper-

iment. This can be attributed to the idealised nature of the nanoparticle and its unrealistically

small size.

Conclusions

We have shown that by using only the electrostatic potential for Li intercalation prediction we

can replicate stage II stacking, a reasonable convex hull, and Li to C charge transfer. This was all

performed on a graphite nanoparticle from first-principles. We believe we are the first to conduct

such calculations.

However, we observed no AB to AA shift, the Li layer distribution was not equal, and our voltage

step profile was much higher than experimental values.

We seek to scale up to a larger system in order to reduce the prevalence of edge effects, use

different terminations to better simulate a battery environment, and explore ways to speed up

the currently serial calculation process by using structure prediction methods such as cluster

expansion.4
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